
CALL OF CTHULHU  
MU SKULLS:  QUICK AND DIRTY 7 Ed 

 

(worst)   FAIL – REGULAR SUCCESS – HARD – EXTREME   (best) 
 
SKILL ROLLS 

 D100 roll equal to or less than target 

 PUSH:  If you fail the original roll, you may roll again if you can justify it, but if you fail 
the roll again you will suffer a dire consequence. 

 OPPOSED Skill Roll:  The highest success will win – A hard success beats a regular 
success, or an extreme success beats a hard and regular success. 

 Bonus Die: Conditions allow for an additional “10’s” die to be thrown, take the lower 
“Tens” of the two dice rolled. 

 Penalty Die:  Conditions allow for an additional “10’s” die to be thrown, take the higher 
“Tens” of the two dice rolled. 
 

LUCK ROLLS 

 Beginning Luck is (3d6)* 5 

 Group Luck Rolls: Player with the lowest luck score rolls for group 

 Improve Skill rolls:  May not be used to alter opposed rolls, sanity, or damage 
 
SANITY:  Roll equal to or less than current level of sanity 

 Loss of 5 or more in a single incident: roll d100 equal or less to INT and suffer a 
temporary effect 

 Loss of 1/5 of Sanity in a session:  suffer long term effects 
 

COMBAT 

 INITIATIVE:  Highest Move act first, then by Dex 

 CLOSE COMBAT: Opposed Fighting Skill: Highest Success wins.  Brawl Success may 
disarm an opponent, or knock opp to ground, or seize and hold opponent which adds 
penalty die to their actions. 

 FIREARMS: Readied Firearms act on DEX+50 in Initiative Phase.  Additional shots in 
round have a penalty die added to each shot.  Close Range adds a bonus die. 

 DODGE:  An individual may dodge a close combat or firearm attack but as a result will 
forfeit their next attack action.  A Successful Dodge will add a penalty die to the 
attacker for that attack. 

 DAMAGE:  Attack skills made with an EXTREME SUCCESS with give maximum 
damage and maximum bonus damage if crushing; impaling attacks will do maximum 
damage plus an additional die of damage. 

 OUTNUMBERED:  If an individual has already dodged or acted in a combat round, all 
additional attacks made on that person in that round are made with a bonus die. 


